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SummaryPrior probabilities are central to Bayesian statistics. The Bayesian paradigm assumesthat people can express uncertainty in terms of subjective probability distributions.This article will consider Hogarth's 1975 assessment that \man is a selective, sequen-tial information processing system with limited capacity, . . . ill-suited for assessingprobability distributions." Particular attention will be paid to when people make nor-matively \good" or \poor" probability assessments, what techniques are e�ective ineliciting \good," coherent probability assessments, and on how these ideas are relevantto the practicing Bayesian statistician. While there are situations where experts canmake well-calibrated judgments, it will be argued that more research needs to be doneinto the e�ects of expertise, training, and feedback.



1 IntroductionPrior probabilities are central to Bayesian statistics. The Bayesian paradigm providesa systematic way to update prior beliefs to posterior beliefs based upon observed data.An important, though often unstated, assumption of this methodology is that peoplecan express their prior beliefs in the form of probability assessments. The work in thestatistics community has focused on formal theories of subjective probabilities that areprimarily concerned with the conditions imposed on individual judgments to permit theconstruction of a proper, or normatively correct, probability measure. For the mostpart, these theories ignore the questions of how people actually assess the probabilityof an uncertain event (Tversky, 1974). Indeed, Winkler (1967, p. 777) states, \Despitethe importance of prior distributions in Bayesian analysis, little previous work has beendone on the practical problems of the assessment of non-di�use distributions."Most statisticians hold views similar to those discussed by Lindley et al. (1979) andassume that \the subject has, in some sense, a set of coherent probabilities that aredistorted in the elicitation process" (p. 149). This belief has led to a focus in the sta-tistical literature on how to make coherent any incoherent elicited probabilities. Otherstatisticians hold a view more inuenced by the psychological literature on subjectiveprobability assessment. They believe that there is no built-in prior distribution therefor the taking. Elicitation techniques help to draw out an assessment of a prior distri-bution based on prior knowledge, but di�erent techniques may produce di�erent resultsbecause the method of questioning may a�ect how the problem is viewed (Winkler,1967). Winkler (1967) states:Although there is no \true" prior distribution, there is a \satis�cing" priordistribution|one which the assessor is content to live with at a particularmoment of time. But this has no objective existence outside the assessor'shead, and its choice may in fact be inuenced by such things as ease incalculation. (p. 778)It is interesting to note that the use of \computationally convenient" priors is wide-spread in statistics. Only rarely do Bayesian statisticians try to elicit and incorporate1



meaningful prior distributions into analyses. In 1975, Hogarth published a review of thepsychological literature pertaining to subjective probability assessment in the Journal ofthe American Statistical Association. The primary conclusion of his paper is that \sinceman is a selective, sequential information processing system with limited capacity, he isill-suited for assessing probability distributions" (p. 271). Bayesian statisticians are leftwith few options if they accept these conclusions. They can decide that the Bayesianframework, while philosophically attractive, is practically untenable; they can shift thefocus away from probability assessment toward robustness and sensitivity issues; orthey can, as Hogarth suggests, focus on \assessment techniques : : :designed both to becompatible with man's abilities and to counteract his de�ciencies" (p. 279). Statisticianshave chosen all three options.This paper focuses on the last option, summarizing Hogarth's paper and examiningthe approaches to subjective probability assessment that researchers have explored insubsequent years. Emphasis will be placed on when people make normatively \poor"or \good" probability assessments, what techniques are e�ective in eliciting \good,"coherent probability assessments, and on how these ideas are relevant to the practicingBayesian statistician.2 Criteria For \Good" AssessmentsThere are many criteria available for evaluating the \goodness" of probability assess-ments. It is important to remember, as Hogarth points out, that subjective probabilityassessments cannot be \wrong," provided they are coherent and that they capture allof the information available to the assessor. However, \probability assessments mightseem to be more or less accurate in the light of subsequent events" (p. 271). Hogarthdiscusses three ways that assessments are judged: by comparison with the \objective"probabilities of an experimenter in a laboratory setting, by evaluation of a penalty orscoring function that depends on the elicited probabilities and the events that actu-ally occur, and by evaluation over a series of trials the degree to which the empiricalrelative frequencies of predicted events correspond the assessed probabilities (i.e., arecalibrated). Although each of these methods is widely used, they all have theoretical2



shortcomings. In a laboratory setting, all an experimenter can do is compare his sub-jective probabilities with those of his subject, but assuming a personalistic de�nition ofprobability, the experimenter has no basis for calling his probabilities \objective" andthose of his subject \subjective." There are also di�culties with evaluating assessmentsin terms of penalty functions or calibration. Penalty functions and empirical relativefrequencies are useful only when evaluated over several trials, but how many trials touse is an inherently subjective speci�cation.Despite its shortcomings, calibration is the most widely used criterion for the evalu-ation of probability assessments. However, several other criteria have been used in therecent literature. Winkler and Murphy (1968) propose two criteria: normative goodness,which is the degree to which probability assessments reect the assessor's beliefs (i.e.,are valid) and conform to the axioms of probability theory (i.e., are coherent), and sub-stantive goodness, which is the amount of knowledge the assessor has about the domainof the probability assessment. Winkler (1986) discusses the criterion expertise, which\relates to the degree to which the probability appraiser can approach perfect forecasts"(p. 267), or the degree to which a probability forecaster can correctly use probabilitiesclose to zero and one. Sharp et al. (1988) identify resolution as \the judge's abilityto discriminate correct from incorrect judgments by di�erentially assigning con�dencejudgments to accurate and inaccurate judgments" (p. 272), while Winkler and Poses(1991) de�ne discrimination as the ability to give di�erent probabilities for di�erentconditions (e.g., to assign di�erent survival probabilities to patients who ultimately liveor die). Reliabilitymeasures whether the assessment is repeatable, stable, and consistentacross elicitations (Wallsten and Budescu, 1983).A person wishing to assess the goodness of a probability judgment has a multitude ofoptions|many more than had been proposed when Hogarth wrote. These new optionscapture more fully the many features of a good probability assessment.3 Implications From The Psychological LiteratureHogarth proposes that the literature on judgmental processes has produced at least two�rm conclusions: that man has only limited information processing capacity, and that3



the nature of the task has great impact on the strategies that are chosen to deal withthe task. He derives three major consequences of man's limited information processingcapability:� Man's perception of information is not comprehensive but selective. Since man isonly capable of apprehending a small part of his environment, his anticipations ofwhat he will perceive determine to a large extent what he does perceive.� As he does not have the capacity to make what one might call \optimal" calcula-tions, man makes much use of heuristics and cognitive simpli�cation mechanisms.� Since he cannot simultaneously integrate a great deal of information man is forcedto process information in a sequential fashion. (p. 273)These consequences have been widely explored in the psychological literature.3.1 Limited Information Processing Capacity (Pre-1975)3.1.1 Denial of UncertaintyOne cognitive simpli�cation mechanism that Hogarth identi�es is the psychological re-duction or denial of uncertainty. People seem to have a great deal of trouble acceptingthat uncertainty lies within themselves rather than being an intrinsic property of eventsin the environment. \The world is perceived by us as being probabilistic since we areunable to see and comprehend the myriad factors that cause events to occur" (Hogarth,1987, p. 12). For example, it has been found that business managers try to avoid uncer-tainty by seeing it as subject to control and by believing that appropriate and skillfulaction can reduce risk (March and Shapira, 1987). Savage (1971) suggests that Westernculture does not train people to think appropriately about uncertainty, stating that:The usual tests and the language habits of our culture tend to promote confu-sion between certainty and belief. They encourage both the vice of acting andspeaking as though we were certain when we are only fairly sure and that ofacting and speaking as though the opinions we do have were worthless whenthey are not very strong. (p. 800) 4



Since people are so reluctant to attribute uncertainty to themselves, one must questionhow e�ectively untrained people (and non-expert experimental subjects) can quantifysubjective probabilities about uncertain events.3.1.2 Representativeness HeuristicHogarth also addresses the work of Tversky and Kahneman (1974), who identify threecognitive simpli�cation mechanisms: the representativeness, availability, and adjust-ment and anchoring heuristics. The representativeness heuristic is often applied toanswer questions like, \What is the probability that event A originates from processB?" The more similar A is to B, the more likely it is to be judged to originate from B.For example, consider \Joe," who is described as active, aggressive, and enthusiastic. Ifasked to choose, most people would indicate that Joe's hobby is playing football, notwriting poetry. When using the representativeness heuristic, the probability that Joeplays football is assessed by judging his similarity to the stereotype of football players.Several judgment errors result from the application of this heuristic. The �rst is atendency to ignore base-rate information in the presence of case-speci�c information.This clearly has a direct impact on the assessment of subjective probability distributions,as the assessor may take into account only information unique to the situation at handand ignore previous data.The second judgment error that results from application of the representativenessheuristic is an insensitivity to sample size. People apparently do not have an intuitiveLaw of Large Numbers, as \intuitive judgments are dominated by the sample proportionand are essentially una�ected by the size of the sample, which plays a crucial role inthe determination of the actual posterior" (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974, p. 1125).A third resultant error is the misperception of chance and randomness. Many peoplebelieve in \local" randomness, or \that the essential characteristics of the process willbe represented, not only globally in the entire sequence, but also locally in each of itsparts" (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974, p. 1125). A common example of this error isthe \gambler's fallacy." When ipping a coin, if several heads appear, people expectthat the next ip will show tails. It is interesting to note that misperceptions of chance5



are not con�ned to non-expert subjects. Tversky (1974) notices a belief, even amongexperienced researchers in the \law of small numbers." Investigators believe that astrong e�ect will appear, and be statistically signi�cant, in a sample of ten subjects,just as it would in a sample of one thousand subjects. Consequently, researchers puttoo much faith in the results of small samples and often overestimate the replicabilityof small-sample results.3.1.3 Availability and Adjustment/Anchoring HeuristicsA second cognitive simpli�cation mechanism identi�ed by Tversky and Kahneman(1974) is availability. When using this heuristic, people judge the frequency of occur-rence of a class by the relative ease of recalling instances from the class. For example,one might judge the probability of having a car accident by recalling instances whenfriends have had wrecks. If your spouse has recently had an accident, your subjec-tive probability of having a car wreck will temporarily rise due to the salience of theevent. A common error associated with this heuristic is illusory correlation, where theco-occurrence of two events is judged on their strength of association. This impactsdirectly on subjective probability assessment, as assessors are often asked to estimatejoint or conditional probabilities that depend on the correlations between events.A third cognitive simpli�cation mechanism is adjustment and anchoring. Whenpeople are asked to make predictions, they often select a salient (not necessarily relevant)starting point and adjust their guesses from there. In many situations it has been foundthat the adjustment is insu�cient. This has a direct impact on subjective probabilityelicitation: several investigators (Winkler, 1967; Alpert and Rai�a, 1982) have foundthat when asked to choose a range which should contain 98 percent of the observeddata, subjects tend to anchor the judgments on the median and insu�ciently adjustoutward, resulting in intervals which contain only about 70 percent of the data.6



3.2 Limited Information Processing Capacity (Post-1975)3.2.1 Conjunction FallacySince Hogarth's 1975 paper, researchers have continued to probe the limits of man'sinformation processing capacity. They have discovered many other errors common toprobability judgments. Tversky and Kahneman (1983) discuss examples of the \con-junction fallacy." From elementary probability theory, it must be the case that theprobability of a conjunction, P(A & B), cannot exceed the probability of either of itsconstituents, P(A) or P(B). However, it is often the case that the conjunction is eithermore representative of its class than either of its constituents, or is more available, andhence judgments of its probability are made using the representativeness or availabilityheuristic. For example, although the class of seven letter words ending in \ing" is con-tained in the set of seven letter words with an \n" in the sixth place, the former class isjudged to be more common because it is easier to generate words ending in \ing" thanwords with an \n" as the sixth letter. This particular error calls into question whethersubjective probability judgments are inherently coherent, as any judgment satisfyingconjunction fallacy is inconsistent with the fundamental laws of probability.3.2.2 Hindsight Bias\The hindsight bias is the tendency of people with outcome knowledge to believe falselythat they would have predicted the reported outcome of an event" (Hawkins and Hastie,1990, p. 311). This bias a�ects probability elicitation, because once outcomes are ob-served, the assessor may assume that they are the only outcomes that could have hap-pened, and thus underestimate the uncertainty inherent in the outcomes that couldhave happened, but didn't. Edwards and von Winterfeldt (1986) suggest that properquestioning can mitigate the e�ects of hindsight bias:A formulation like \Twenty-four hours before the battle started, how probablewas it that Napoleon would lose at Waterloo?" is at worst nonsense and atbest incomplete, because it speci�es neither whose the probability is nor theinformation on which it is based. The question \Twenty-four hours before7



the battle started, how probable did Napoleon consider it to be that he wouldlose at Waterloo?" is at least well framed. (pp. 656{657)From a Bayesian perspective, the hindsight bias is di�cult to correct, because thepurpose of Bayesian statistics is to update prior beliefs based on observed data, and thee�ects of the hindsight bias are di�cult to separate from actual expert learning.3.2.3 Assessing Variance, Covariance, and CorrelationJennings et al. (1982) conduct experiments where they look at both data-based corre-lation estimates, where the data consists of pairs of numbers or sounds, and at theory-based estimates, where no data is presented by the experimenter. In their data-basedexperiment, they �nd that subjects have a great deal of di�culty recognizing positiverelationships with correlations of less than 0.6{0.7. They �nd that correlations in therange of 0.2{0.4 are barely detectable and that correlations of 0.6{0.8 are substantiallyunderestimated. Only correlations over 0.85 are consistently rated as strongly positive.However, the subjects' theory-based estimates, while variable, do tend to estimate posi-tive empirical correlations as positive, negative as negative, and to correctly capture therelative magnitude of the correlations. The \most striking" feature of the theory-basedexperiments is that subjects lose their \conservatism" when \freed from the constraintsof immediately available data" (p. 223). Indeed, subjects are \apt to expect and predictcovariations of considerable magnitude|often of far greater magnitude than are likelyto have been presented by past experience or to be borne out by future experience" (p.224).Other studies have found that subjects also have considerable di�culty estimatingstatistical variance. Estimates tend to be inuenced by the mean value of the stimuli:instead of estimating variance, subjects tend to estimate the coe�cient of variation (thestandard deviation divided by the mean). Peterson and Beach (1967) give the followingexplanation:Think of the top of a forest. The tree tops seem to form a fairly smoothsurface, considering that the trees may be 60 or 70 feet tall. Now, look at8



your desk top. In all probability it is littered with many objects and if a clothwere thrown over it the surface would seem very bumpy and variable. Theforest top is far more variable than the surface of your desk, but not relativeto the sizes of the objects being considered. (p. 31)Just as with the illusory correlation caused by the availability heuristic, misperceptionsof variance and correlation can cause di�culties in joint and conditional probabilityassessment.3.2.4 ConservatismAnother robust observation found in the literature is that man tends to be a \con-servative" processor of information. \Book bag experiments" demonstrate this e�ect.Subjects are presented with two bags, one that contains 70 red and 30 blue poker chips,and one that contains 30 red and 70 blue. A bag is chosen at random, and a singlechip is drawn. Based upon the color of this chip, the subject is asked to report hisprobability that the chip came from the bag containing 70 red chips. Typically, sub-jects revise their probabilities less than Bayes rule suggests that they should. It wouldbe convenient if one could play o� the over-shrinkage of the hindsight bias with theunder-shrinkage of conservatism, but methods for achieving updating consistent withBayes rule are di�cult to �nd and highly dependent on task characteristics.3.2.5 DiscussionWhile these errors paint a dismal picture of man's ability to make probabilistic judg-ments, there is some evidence that people perform rather well at certain probabilistictasks. Peterson and Beach (1967) report that subjects can accurately describe propor-tions (although they do have di�culties with values near zero and one) and estimatemeasures of central tendency (e.g., means, medians, and modes). There are researchers,however, who criticize the entire research paradigm. Edwards and von Winterfeldt(1986, p. 670) ask, \What is the di�erence between the experimenter and the subject,other than that the former gets the answers right and the latter gets them wrong?" They9



argue that the primary di�erence is that subjects are prevented from using appropriatephysical and intellectual tools, saying:The topic of intellectual tools relates to expertise. Experts become expert inthe use of intellectual tools as well as acquiring factual knowledge. They mayuse physical tools to implement the intellectual ones; experts on Bayesianstatistics, though they have no di�culty recognizing a Bayesian problem,may need a hand calculator or even a computer to get the right answer. (p.670)They suggest that many experimental probability judgment tasks are equivalent toasking the subject to pound a nail into a board without a hammer. The subject is notlikely to be very successful, as he does not have the tool he needs. Their criticismsmake it clear that the pragmatic Bayesian must place su�cient resources|references,computers, task-speci�c information, etc.|at the disposal of his expert assessor.3.3 Task CharacteristicsAs Hogarth points out in his 1975 article, there is also considerable evidence that taske�ects can cause di�erent evaluations of subjective probability distributions. The liter-ature since then supports this assertion. Order e�ects are discussed in great detail inHogarth and Einhorn (1992), who point out that response mode, task complexity, andlength of series can inuence the primacy and recency e�ects of information presenta-tion. It has also been shown that response mode inuences elicited probabilities|peoplegive di�erent values if asked to assess fractiles, odds, or how to bisect an interval (Win-kler, 1967; Hora et al., 1992). Johnson et al. (1991) discuss list-length e�ects: \Previousresearch indicates that the probabilities that people attach to various events can be in-uenced substantially by the extent to which all the possible events are explicitly listedfor consideration" (p. 325). If a list contains N alternatives, non-expert subjects anchoron probabilities of 1N , and then adjust insu�ciently. Subjective probabilities can alsobe a�ected by the measurement scale; for example, engineers may be more comfortablethinking on a logarithmic scale, and may therefore assess probabilities more easily inthose terms (Hora et al., 1992; Johnson et al., 1991).10



The e�ect of �nancial incentives has been mixed. Wright and Anderson (1989)�nd that performance-contingent incentives can overcome anchoring and adjustmentbiases in situations where \the task is signi�cantly, but not excessively, demanding on aperson's cognitive resources, and the person is motivated to allocate su�cient cognitivee�ort" (p. 79). Arkes et al. (1986), on the other hand, �nd that payo�s may motivatesubjects to abandon decision rules that they are speci�cally told will improve theirperformance. Incentives are believed to work by encouraging people to work harder anddevote more cognitive resources to a task. If, however, increased attention does not leadto more appropriate strategies, the subject may simply be encouraged to devote moreresources to a awed strategy, thus leading to poorer performance when incentives arepresent.3.4 Calibration StudiesMany recent studies of probability elicitation have focused on calibration as a measureof goodness. For non-expert subjects, these studies can be divided into those assessingthe probabilities of events and those assessing the probability densities of unknownquantities. Reviews of these studies can be found in Lichtenstein et al. (1982), Wallstenand Budescu (1983), Keren (1991), and Winkler et al. (1992).3.4.1 Non-expert AssessorsWhen eliciting the probabilities of events, investigators often use general knowledge oralmanac questions. These questions usually present subjects with two alternatives andask them to assess which one is more likely and what its probability is. For example,the subject might be asked, \Which president appears on the front of a two dollar bill,Je�erson or Lincoln?" The subject might choose Je�erson with 80 percent con�dencein being correct. These studies have found that subjects, whether naive or expert, tendto be consistently overcon�dent|the proportions correct are less than the assessedprobabilities. Fischho� et al. (1977) experiment with various question formats andresponse modes, but �nd overcon�dence to be quite robust. They report that only 72to 83 percent of items assigned probabilities of 1.0 were actually true. Koriat et al.11



(1980) �nd that asking subjects to write down all of the arguments that support orcontradict their choices signi�cantly improves calibration. The speci�c technique thatimproves calibration most is listing negative evidence|they speculate that subjects mayfail to give proper weight to negative indicators when assessing probabilities.Overcon�dence is also commonly found in the assessment of probability distribu-tions. Alpert and Rai�a (1982) report results from �ve groups of students given al-manac questions. All groups gave 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. In addition, Group1 gave 1st and 99th percentiles; Group 2 gave 0.1th and 99.9th percentiles; Group 3gave \minimum" and \maximum" values; and Group 4 gave \astonishingly low" and\astonishingly high" values. Group 5 received feedback after a �rst set of assessments.In every case, the spread of the tails of the distributions was too small, regardless ofthe de�nition of the extremes, and although feedback did improve the spread, it did notcompletely eliminate the overcon�dence bias. Likewise, O'Connor and Lawrence (1989)�nd that feedback improves the calibration of con�dence intervals. Their task involvestime series predictions, and they �nd that calibration is inuenced by the degree offorecasting di�culty. For simple series, subjects were undercon�dent, while for mediumto high di�culty series, the subjects were overcon�dent.3.4.2 Expert AssessorsAmong experts, subjective probability assessment has been most studied in weather fore-casters. Since 1965, weather forecasters in the United States have made their daily fore-casts in terms of subjective probabilities (e.g., \I believe there is a 70 percent chance ofrain tomorrow"). Murphy and Winkler (1977) present a calibration diagram of 154,799probability of precipitation forecasts that shows that weather forecasters are almostperfectly calibrated. Their success can be attributed to several advantages they havewhen making their assessments: their task is repetitious, there is excellent supportinginformation, feedback is provided, and rewards are given for good performance.Another group of experts that has been widely studied is physicians. Christensen-Szalanski and Bushyhead (1981) study nine physicians who examine 1531 patients withcoughs. Each patient was assigned a probability of having pneumonia by one of the12



physicians. The researchers �nd that physicians' calibration was quite poor: for thehighest level of probability (0.88), the actual proportion of patients who had pneumoniawas 0.20. Admittedly, this poor calibration may be due to the fact that misdiagnosinga healthy patient as having pneumonia is much less costly than misdiagnosing a patientwith pneumonia as being healthy. In contrast, Winkler and Poses (1991), evaluatefour groups of physicians with varying degrees of experience and expertise on theirestimations of the survival probability of patients in intensive care. While all fourgroups were well-calibrated, the group with the most experience and expertise performedbest. This study also found that more experienced physicians had better discriminationand resolution|they were better able to group together patients with similar survivalchances.Wallsten and Budescu (1983) note that experts estimating probabilities in areas withwhich they are familiar can be quite well calibrated. However, if the elicitation movesoutside the area of expertise, experts fall prey to the same mistakes made by non-expertsubjects. As Winkler et al. (1992) say:One should not conclude, however, that expertise alone is su�cient to guar-antee that probabilities are of high quality. Practice and evaluation seemto be key ingredients in producing high quality probability assessments, andcareful design of the overall assessment process is also important. (pp. 4{14)The evidence shows that whether expert or naive, many factors a�ect the calibrationand goodness of probability assessments.4 Meaningfulness: When Does It Make Sense To AssessProbabilities?Since there is a great deal of evidence to suggest that people make poor probabilityassessments, Hogarth (1975) suggests three criteria for evaluating when it is meaningfulto ask people to make these judgments. 13



� The task should be meaningful to the assessor in that it concerns a domain withwhich he is reasonably familiar.� The probability assessment should add something to the predictive accuracy overand above that which could be achieved by the best available statistical model.� The judgments expressed in probabilistic form should be both more accurate (asevaluated by subsequent events) and useful than those expressed normally (deter-ministically).The �rst criterion suggests that, while almanac questions asked of non-expert sub-jects may be enlightening as to the di�culties people face in making probability as-sessments, they should not be considered, evaluated, or used as meaningful judgments.The second criterion implies that the assessments of substantive experts, for examplein meteorology, medicine, and waste management (Murphy and Winkler, 1984; Winklerand Poses, 1991; Winkler et al., 1992) are useful, but that care must be taken to insurethat the events to be predicted do not exceed the limits of their expertise. As men-tioned earlier, experts may have di�culty producing \good" forecasts outside their areaof immediate expertise (Keren, 1991). However, since many probability assessments aremade for one-time predictions, where statistical modeling is impossible, this criterionmay be di�cult to apply. Furthermore, this criterion is almost meaningless within theBayesian paradigm, where probability assessment is integral to the statistical model.Bayesian models require the assessment of prior belief, even the prior belief of having\no information."In support of the third criterion, Hogarth cites Martin and Gettys (1969):Originally it was thought that the use of the probability response mode wouldcause Ss to exhibit a more exacting type of inference and thereby improvetheir inferred nominal response performance. The results indicate that theopposite was true : : : . A possible explanation : : :would be that probabilityresponses require di�erent information processing behavior than nominal re-sponses require. When nominal responses are made, for example, perhapsonly the few hypotheses judged to be most likely need to be considered since14



S's task is simply to choose the most likely hypothesis. If S's response is aprobability, he should be concerned with the likelihood of all the hypotheses.(Hogarth, p. 278)Subjects may need to be convinced of the need for subjective probability assessment.This points out the need for training the probability assessor, a subject that will bedealt with in more depth later.5 ElicitationHogarth's primary conclusion about the actual elicitation process in his 1975 article is:Given man's limited information processing capacity, my own inclination isto favor assessment procedures which decompose the task into small, man-ageable units : : : . However, the issue which still has to be addressed is thede�nition of \manageable units." This may very well vary as a function ofthe judgmental task and the experience of the assessor. (pp. 279{280)This issue has been addressed in recent years by both decision analysts and statisticians.5.1 Three Phases Of Probability Encoding5.1.1 Deterministic PhaseSpetzler and Sta�el von Holstein (1975) identify three phases of probability encoding: thedeterministic phase, where relevant variables are identi�ed and values are assigned topossible outcomes, the probabilistic phase, where the subjective probability assessmentis made, and the informational phase, where the economic value of further reducinguncertainty is considered. During the deterministic phase, Merckhofer (1987) suggeststhat the analyst ask the assessor to state all relevant knowledge relating to the uncertainvariable (recall the work of Koriat et al. 1980). Often this knowledge has a problemspeci�c component and a \distributional" or base-rate component. He suggests thatsubjects be speci�cally reminded to use base-rate information to combat the e�ectsof the representativeness bias. Kahneman and Tversky (1982) even propose a speci�c15



corrective procedure to incorporate distributional information into an assessment. Thedeterministic phase is the time to make sure that the assessor has all the tools necessaryto conduct the assessment.5.1.2 Probabilistic PhaseSpetzler and Sta�el von Holstein (1975) make these suggestions about the probabilisticphase of encoding:� Choose only uncertain quantities that are important to the decision. (Elicitationis a time-consuming and di�cult process.)� Be sure that the decision maker does not feel that the outcome of the quantity canbe a�ected by his decision.� If the decision maker feels that the values of the quantity are conditional on someother variable, explicitly incorporate the conditionality into the problem.� Clearly de�ne the variable. It should be able to pass the \clairvoyant test"|aclairvoyant should be able to reveal the value of the quantity by specifying a singlenumber without requesting clari�cation.� Describe the quantity using a scale that is meaningful to the subject.Winkler et al. (1992) further suggest that questions be asked only about observable, orat least theoretically observable, quantities.In addition, the analyst must be aware of motivational biases. \For example, a salesmanager may consciously give a low prediction of sales because he thinks he will lookbetter if the actual sales exceed his forecast" (Spetzler and Sta�el von Holstein, 1975,p. 345). Merckhofer (1987) identi�es two types of motivational biases: \management"bias and \expert" bias. Management bias occurs when the subject views an uncertainvariable as a goal rather than as an uncertainty. His assessment reects what he thinksought to happen instead of his actual uncertainty: \Well if that's the variable that theboss wants minimized, we'll minimize it." Expert bias occurs when a subject learns that16



he has been designated an expert and decides that experts are expected to be certain,thus severely underestimating his actual uncertainty.With these suggestions and potential biases in mind, Spetzler and Sta�el von Holstein(1975) suggest three encoding methods to use during the probabilistic phase. P-methodsask the assessor to give probabilities to �xed values; V-methods ask the assessor to givethe values corresponding to �xed probabilities; and PV-methods ask questions that mustbe answered on both scales jointly. A second level of complexity is added when the twocommon response modes are considered. In direct response mode, the assessor is askedquestions that require numbers (such as values, probabilities, or odds) as answers. Inindirect response mode, the assessor chooses between two or more alternatives, typicallybets. Indirect responses can be further characterized as to whether they depend on anexternal reference process (a familiar reference event), or an internal reference process,where the assessor chooses between events de�ned on the value scale for the uncertainquantity (e.g., the event of attendance being less than or equal to 10,000 people or thatof attendance being greater than 10,000 people). Thus, probability encoding techniquescan be classi�ed according to the encoding method and the response mode used.P- and V-Method, Indirect Response, External Reference. A P-method encodingtechnique commonly used by decision analysts is the probability wheel (Spetzler andSta�el von Holstein, 1975; Merckhofer, 1987). A probability wheel has two sections ofdi�erent colors and adjustable sizes, and a �xed pointer in the center. The assessor isasked questions like, \Which event do you consider more likely, that next year's sales willexceed 2500 units, or that the pointer will land in the red section of the wheel?" The sizeof the red section is adjusted until the assessor considers the two events to have equalprobabilities. One advantage of the wheel is that it can evaluate probabilities betweenzero and one, although \because it is di�cult for a subject to discriminate between thesizes of very small sectors, the wheel is most useful for evaluating probabilities in therange from 0.1 to 0.9" (Spetzler and Sta�el von Holstein, 1975, p. 349). To assess lowprobability events, an assessor could be asked to state a value that would occur with thesame probability as tossing ten heads in a row on a fair coin (approximately 1/1000).This is an example of V-method encoding.17



V-Method, Indirect Response, Internal Reference. An example of this assessmentcombination is the interval technique, which is often used to elicit the median andquantiles of a distribution. One starts with an interval containing all possible valuesof the uncertain quantity. An arbitrary �rst split is made, and the assessor is askedwhich interval he considers most likely. The dividing point is then moved to make thatinterval smaller. The process is repeated until the assessor is indi�erent between thetwo intervals. This dividing point is the median. Each of the intervals is then splitagain to obtain the quartiles. Spetzler and Sta�el von Holstein (1975, p. 350) suggestthat \it is usually not meaningful to continue the interval technique after the quartileshave been obtained, because each question depends on earlier responses, and the errorsare thus compounded." The interval technique must be used with care, as it is clearlysusceptible to the anchoring and adjustment bias.P-Method, Indirect Response, Internal Reference. To assess the probabilities of quan-tities with only a few outcomes, the method of relative likelihoods is used. Assessorsare asked to assign relative likelihoods, or odds, to two well-de�ned events, and then tojudge how many times more likely the more common event is.Direct Response Model. P-method, direct response techniques involve assigning cu-mulative probabilities by answering questions like, \What is the probability that nextyear's sales will be less than or equal to 2000 units?" V-method techniques assign values,asking questions such as, \What is the level of sales that corresponds to a 75 percentprobability?" A common example of a V-method technique is the fractile method, whichasks, \What is the value of sales such that there is a 0.25 probability that the true valueis equal to or less than this value?" A typical PV-method would ask an assessor to drawa probability density or cumulative distribution function. PV-methods are most usefulwhen subjects have a great deal of prior experience thinking in terms of distributions,for example, when eliciting priors from statisticians.Hora et al. (1992) make comparisons between the calibration of assessments made us-ing direct elicitation procedures, which ask assessors to provide probabilities for intervalsof values, and those obtained using bisection methods (the interval technique), whichrequire that intervals of values be subdivided into equally likely subintervals. Their sub-18



jects, �fty scientists and engineers participating in probability elicitation training, weregiven sixteen almanac questions, eight to be assessed using the direct elicitation proce-dures, and eight to be assessed using bisections methods. For both methods, subjectswere required to assess endpoints. Subjects found the bisection method more di�cultto work with than the direct assessment method, having particular trouble making asecond division to assess the quartiles. There was little di�erence, however, in the cali-bration of responses between the two methods, although the subjects performed betterif they were able to bound their distributions.It has also been shown that many assessors have a great deal of trouble establishingend points, the largest and smallest values a variable can attain, since end points arevery susceptible to the overcon�dence bias (Hora et al., 1992; Alpert and Rai�a, 1982).In one study (Alpert and Rai�a, 1982), 98 percent credible intervals contain the truevalue only about half the time. Hora et al. (1992, p. 135) present evidence that \thetendency to understate the spread of the distribution is not an artifact of a particularelicitation scheme, but is due instead to a persistent bias in judgment formulation."5.1.3 Informational PhaseFollowing the assessment of a probability distribution, it is useful to make verifyingchecks to see if the assessor agrees with everything that his elicited values imply. This isdone by eliciting the same quantity using di�erent methods. If the elicited probabilitiesdo not agree, the accepted reconciliation technique is discussing the di�erences withthe expert and allowing him to revise his opinion (Winkler, 1967; Spetzler and Sta�elvon Holstein, 1975; Merckhofer, 1987). However, Winkler (1967) notes a tendency forsubjects to \split-the-di�erence" between discrepant assessments. \This may be becausethe subjects wanted to do this after careful thought; but it seems more likely that itis because it was an easy way to make the reconciliations" (p. 791). Hogarth (1975)makes the point that assessors should be encouraged to try to incorporate conictinginformation, not to simply ignore it. 19



6 Feedback And Training6.1 FeedbackHogarth makes the point that one needs to capitalize on possible gains of consistency asa function of feedback and experience. He cites studies that suggest that outcome feed-back is less e�ective than feedback that emphasizes the structure of the task (i.e., therelationships between cues in the environment and the variable to be predicted). Sharpet al. (1988) �nd that while outcome feedback does not improve calibration or over-con�dence, it does improve resolution. Alpert and Rai�a (1982) �nd that task-orientedfeedback, for example, pointing out to subjects that they tend to be overcon�dent, re-sults in more spread distributions, but still does not result in good calibration or theavoidance of \surprises" (answers that fall below the 1st percentile or above the 99thpercentile). Winkler (1986) discusses feedback in the form of scoring rules, which area formal means of evaluating probabilities based on the elicited probabilities and thevalues of the uncertain quantity that actually occurs. While scoring rules are useful inassessing the quality of judgments, it is still questionable whether they provide e�ec-tive feedback to non-expert assessors. The e�ects of various types of feedback on thegoodness of subjective probability assessments is an area that requires more research.6.2 TrainingMost decision analysts and statisticians agree that probability elicitation should involveboth an interviewer and a subject (Spetzler and Sta�el von Holstein, 1975; Merckhofer,1987; Winkler et al., 1992). The interviewer's expertise involves probability elicitationand how to avoid the biases inherent in the process, while the subject should havesubstantive knowledge of the quantities or variables of interest. It is also widely held(Winkler et al., 1992) that assessors should undergo training before having their prob-abilities elicited. (A sample of simple training materials appears in Hogarth (1987).Materials targeted at statisticians appear in Berger (1980).) Winkler et al. (1992) iden-tify multiple objectives in training assessors. The �rst is to motivate the subjects andprovide an overview of the process, including how the elicited probabilities will be used.20



They suggest that:Experts may object to the formal elicitation of judgments as probabilities be-cause they believe that \opinion" is being substituted for \objective" scienti�cresearch. However, the experts' role is not creating knowledge, but synthe-sizing disparate and often conicting sources of information to produce anintegrated picture. (pp. 2{3)The second objective of training is to develop the assessor's con�dence in his abilityto express his judgments as probabilities. The assessors must also be made aware ofpossible cognitive and motivational biases. For example, to avoid the anchoring andadjustment heuristic, it makes sense to probe the extreme areas of the probabilitydistribution before looking at the middle. In his 1975 article, Hogarth suggests thatthe e�ects of task characteristics should be discussed in training (i.e., response modes,payo�s, and order of information presentation). The third motivation is to insure thatassessors have access to relevant background information and evidence speci�c to thequestions of interest, and an opportunity to review these materials.A few studies have considered the e�ects of prior training, or \expert knowledge," onthe assessment of probability distributions. It is interesting to note that Winkler (1967)compares three di�erent levels of statistical sophistication (normative goodness): Ph.D.level statisticians, business students with a knowledge of \introductory" statistics, andsubjects with no statistical knowledge. Only the statisticians were able to consistentlyassess distributions across elicitation techniques. Winkler states:: : : it seems that relatively limited prior experience has little e�ect with regardto the assessment of probability distributions; sophistication in these areasapparently does have quite an e�ect. (p. 789)Wright and Anderson (1989, p. 68) �nd that \the anchoring e�ect is so dominantthat increasing situational familiarity did not result in decreased anchoring." However,Johnson et al. (1991) �nd that in a task where naive and expert subjects were asked toestimate the probabilities of various ways of making an out in baseball, expertise was21



able to overcome anchoring. They hypothesize that a strong mental representation ofevents can overcome the anchoring bias.7 Group AssessmentThe assessment of subjective probability distributions is not always con�ned to theindividual. Often, it is useful to obtain the views of a group. Winkler et al. (1992)suggest three reasons why it is useful to aggregate the judgments of multiple experts:� An aggregated distribution provides a better appraisal of knowledge than the in-dividual distributions (a sample mean is better than one observation).� The aggregated distribution is sometimes thought of as representing some sort ofconsensus.� It is easier to use a single distribution for further analysis. (pp. 2{6)There are two types of methods for combining the elicited probabilities of a group ofassessors: behavioral and mechanical. Behavioral aggregation involves some degree ofcontact and interaction among the members of the group, while mechanical approachesare primarily mathematical or statistical, ranging from simple averaging to complexBayesian techniques (Lindley et al., 1979; Genest and Schervish, 1985; West, 1988).Hogarth (1975) discusses some of the formal statistical methods for aggregating groupprobabilities, complaining that \unfortunately, group probability assessment studiesdone to date have only paid lip service to the existing body of social-psychologicalknowledge" (p. 283). He calls for more work on the di�erences between \ad hoc" and\traditional" groups, and says:Perhaps the only �rm recommendation one can currently make to groups ofindividuals seeking to assess single distributions is to use sensitivity analysisto identify the crucial aspects of the assessment task. If individuals disagree,how important is such disagreement relative to the problem at hand? (p.283) 22



While group assessment does have relevance to the individual assessor, there are stillsizable problems to be solved outside the group framework.8 What Do Statisticians Need?After this discussion of probability elicitation, it is interesting to consider the kindsof distributions that statisticians are interested in eliciting. There are certainly situa-tions in which an expert's opinion on the probability of a speci�c event are of interest.Formal statistical methods for elicitation of these types of quantities are discussed inGavasakar (1988). This work concentrates on precisely what quantities need to beelicited to provide enough information to reconstruct the underlying distribution. Amore complicated problem is presented in Kadane et al. (1980). In this problem, theyare interested in performing a Bayesian linear regression analysis. To do this properly,one needs to elicit priors on the beta coe�cients and on the variance of the random er-ror. These are not quantities about which experts have much prior knowledge. In orderto frame the problem in a way that can provide a meaningful assessment, the elicitationmust be performed in terms of predictive distributions. A predictive distribution is theassessor's best guess of the value of the dependent variable conditional on the indepen-dent variables. By eliciting facts about predictive distributions at various levels of theindependent variables, the parameterized form of the predictive model can be derived.Even after the problem is reframed in this light, the questions that must be answeredare non-trivial and non-intuitive. How to reframe elicitation problems into a form thatis meaningful to the expert and yet provides enough information to reconstruct a usefulstatistical model is an active area of research in Bayesian statistics.9 ConclusionsHogarth's primary conclusion about probability assessment is that \explicit attentionshould be given to the conclusion that man does have di�culty in acting as an 'in-tuitive' statistician" (p. 284). Much work has been done from this perspective. Thepsychological literature is full of studies that demonstrate both man's limited informa-23



tion processing capacity and the importance of task e�ects in the choice of problemsolving strategy. Studies of non-expert subjects answering almanac questions, whilenot providing meaningful probability assessments, do provide insight into the cognitivestrategies used in making subjective probability assessments. Decision analysts haveused this research to structure elicitation procedures that ask questions that take intoaccount cognitive simpli�cation methods, and yet provide meaningful information totheir clients. Statisticians are beginning to look at ways of asking questions that canproduce both meaningful and statistically useful responses.The e�ects of feedback and training need to be more carefully studied. While mostresearchers agree that feedback and training are necessary, there is little systematicevidence on what types of feedback improve calibration, discrimination, and other mea-sures of goodness. Few studies assess how e�ective training is at overcoming the biasescaused by cognitive simpli�cation mechanisms. There is also little work addressing whattypes of elicitation procedures are e�ective in what situations. As Hogarth mentions,\The success of any judgmental strategy will necessarily depend on the extent to whichit is suited to the characteristics of the task" (p. 284). He suggests the development ofa taxonomy of assessment task characteristics that could be used to select appropriateelicitation techniques. I believe that subsequent research has shown that such a proce-dure is doomed to fail, because task e�ects are too pervasive to be easily categorized.Ginossar and Trope (1987) propose that people use both statistical and non-statisticalrules to make probabilistic judgments. They �nd that prior activation of rules, theirrelation to the goals of the task, and their applicability to the particular problem inu-ence which problem-solving strategy people choose. They suggest that instead of askingwhether people are inherently good or bad statisticians, the focus should be placed onthe cognitive factors that determine the application of inferential rules. This line ofresearch should lead to new insight into probability assessment and e�ective trainingmethods.Tversky (1974) puts things in perspective, when he notes that:The judgments must be compatible with the entire web of beliefs held by theindividual, and not only consistent among themselves. Compatibility among24



beliefs is the essence of rational judgment. (p. 158)This points out how complementary the work of statisticians and psychologists can bein the development of subjective probability assessment.
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